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Research: Trees
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Does sugar removal impact trees?
A complex question to answer.
M.L. Isselhardt, T.D. Perkins, and A.K. van den Berg
University of Vermont, Proctor Maple Research Center

W

hen a discussion about
maple sugaring turns to
modern, high vacuum
sap collection or climate change one
question arises frequently, does tapping injure maple trees? Unfortunately, that simple question can’t be
answered easily. Two main issues
relate to the sustainability of maple
sugaring; tree wounding and sugar
removal. In other words, does a
tapped maple tree grow more wood
than is compartmentalized (functionally “removed” by the tree’s normal
wound response process) each year
and/or does sap collection take more
sugar from the tree than can be readily replaced through photosynthesis?
These two issues, although separate
in some respects, are inextricably intertwined. At the University of Vermont Proctor Maple Research Center,
one component of a recently initiated, comprehensive re-examination
of tapping guidelines is a long-term
study focusing on the growth aspect
of this question (funded by the Chittenden County Maple Sugarmakers
Association and the Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station). The goal
of this 5-10 year study is to determine
whether gravity or high-vacuum sap
collection impacts stem growth compared to untapped trees. This article
will therefore leave the question of
tree growth and wounding for another time and focus instead on issues
related to sugar removal.
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Sugar maples, like all trees, convert
solar energy into chemical energy (sugar) through the process of photosynthesis. Trees allocate some of that energy
to nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC),
essentially soluble sugars and starch.
Soluble sugars, such as sucrose, are the
“active” form of NSC, which are used
for various physiological functions
such as growth, reproduction, cold tolerance, defense, and respiration.1 Any
excess NSC is stored as starch, which
is the primary reserve compound for
trees.
The balance of soluble sugars and
starch is dynamic throughout the year
and fluctuates depending on whether
the tree is actively growing, dormant,
or in the transition between these two
states. Allocation to storage has historically been considered a passive process;
trees put more into storage when production of NSC exceeds the immediate
demand.2 Wood NSC concentration
has largely been assumed to be an indicator of tree health (i.e. trees with
higher wood NSC concentrations must
be comparatively healthier than individuals with lower concentrations).3
Questions remain, however, whether or
not this model is too simplistic and fails
to fully capture how trees balance the
current needs for NSC with potential
future needs. Some evidence suggests
that allocation of NSC to storage may
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die with a sizeable portion of its NSC
untouched. Given these gaps in even
our basic understanding of tree carbon
relations, it should come as no surprise
that the state of the science as it relates
to how NSC removal in maples during
the sugaring season impacts tree heath
is nearly completely lacking.

even be in direct competition to allocation to growth.4 If this is the case, then
higher NSC concentrations might actually be an indicator of tree stress. Some
recent work suggests that rather than
a simple, single pool of storage NSC,
there may be both fast and slow cycling
NSC pools (Figure 1).5 Fast cycling NSC pools
may be used first
(think of this as a
checking account
that is used to
pay daily expenses). Under this
model, reserves
from slow cycling pools (more
like a long-term
savings account)
are only used if
needed, such as
when photosynthesis or NSC
in fast pools are
insufficient
to
cover immediate Figure 1: Movement of nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC)
in sugar maples tapped for syrup production. Fast cycling
needs.6
NSC pool (<1year old) experiences wide annual fluctuations

It is important to understand that when
NSC is removed
during sugaring (in the form
of sucrose-enriched
xylem
sap) is at the
end of the dormant
period.
Trees have used
stored NSC to
maintain living
tissue
during
the winter and
need to mobilize additional
NSC to fuel the
growth of the
stem, roots, and
related to metabolic demand for critical processes. Slow cy- a new canopy
Other ques- cling NSC pool (>1year old) represents stored NSC and ac- of leaves. The
tions about the cumulates proportionally with tree growth. Question marks size of the pool
illustrate gaps in knowledge as to which pool (or what mix
production and of pools) contributes the NSC to maple syrup production. of stored NSC
can
therefore
use of NSC in Adapted from Richardson et al. 2013.
be considered
trees also remain
a fixed quantity until after the time of
unanswered. For example, it is not
bud break. After that time, even parknown how much allocation of NSC to
tially-expanded leaves can become net
growth comes at the expense of other
producers of NSC.7 That is not to say
critical functions such as establishment of cold hardiness and resistance
that this early period of growth is not
to decay. Additionally, it remains uncritical, just to say that there is a finite
known how much of the reserve NSC
length of time where NSC pools are
stored within the tree are truly availSugar: continued on page 8
able for use. It is possible for a tree to
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drawn from without replenishment. It
is estimated that mature trees contain
enough NSC to reflush the canopy of
leaves several times.8 This apparent
abundance of NSC may in fact be part
of trees long term survival strategy
when faced with catastrophic but rare
stresses (fire, ice storm, etc.).9
Equally important to understand is
that as a tree grows its storage capacity
also grows. This can best be illustrated
in early work by University of Vermont
maple researcher J. L. Hills, who estimated that sugaring (gravity sap extraction of around 2.75 lbs. syrup/tap)
removed somewhere between 4-9% of
a small trees total NSC.10 Hills multiplied the concentration of starch and
sugars in a portion of wood by the allometric volume of a small tree (around
8” diameter) to estimate the tree’s to-
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tal available NSC. This percentage [of
NSC removed] drops dramatically as
trees get larger in size. Conversely, the
percentage would be larger if modern
equipment and practices are used, up
to 20% of the small tree’s total reserves.
However, Hill’s calculation assumed
all NSC present throughout the entire
tree was available to the sugarmaker or
to the tree itself. Without knowing how
much of the NSC is available to both
sugarmaker and tree alike, the answer
to the question of sustainability will include some uncertainty. Given the lack
of clear and convincing evidence to the
contrary it is reasonable to assume that
even high vacuum sap extraction does
not remove enough NSC to be considered an acute stress to the tree as long
as tapping guidelines are adhered to
and an otherwise healthy tree does not
face additional stresses such including
Sugar: continued on page 9
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a fully suppressed canopy, prolonged
drought or repeated defoliation. To
what degree the annual removal of NSC
by maple producers, perhaps in combination with other stresses (chronic or
acute), could impact the overall health
of trees will also remain unknown for
the time being.
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Award Winning Maple DVDs
For Sugarmakers - Schools - Libraries Nature Centers - Parks

The Magical Maple Tree
FOR CHILDREN
All about Maple Syrup
10 min. - $20.00
(French version now available)

The Maple Sugaring Story
FOR GENERAL AUDIENCES
The History and Production
30 min. - $27.00

Voices from the Sugarwoods
Vermont Sugarmakers Tell the Story
14 min. - $20.00
All items add $3.00 s&h, 6% VT tax
to VT addresses - check or Pay Pal

www.perceptionsmaple.com
802-425-2783
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